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Gender Wayang
Gamelan is the traditional ensemble music of the Javanese, Sundanese, and Balinese peoples of Indonesia, made up predominantly of percussive
instruments. The most common instruments used are metallophones played by mallets and a set of hand-played drums called kendhang/Kendang,
which register the beat. Gamelan is played to accompany religious rituals, ceremonies, dance, dance-drama, traditional theater, wayang puppet
theatre, singing, concerts, festivals, exhibitions, and much more. Many consider Gamelan to be an integral part of Indonesian culture. It is considered
sacred and is believed to have supernatural powers. Many people believe that the instruments are guided by spirits.

Gamelan "gender wayang" is a Balinese variant of Gamelan.This is music to accompany performances of wayang kulit (shadow puppet theatre) and
is probably the most technically demanding music to be found on Bali. A quartet of performers, led by the late I Wayan Loceng, play bronze
metallophones on this recording. A gamelan gender wayang group usually consists of either two or four players, making it the smallest amount of
players needed for a proper Gamelan performance. The instruments consist of two/four metallophones (gender) that are made out of ten bronze keys
with suspended bamboo tube resonators connected to them.  

Gamelan "gender wayang's" sound has been described as soft, calm and meditative, but can increase in intensity and dynamics during the wayang's
action scenes. The sound also has a shimmering quality thanks to the playing of the two slightly differently tuned instruments in unison, which is
seen as the ideal way of playing.

I spent the majority of my working life in different parts of Asia, and was fortunate to spend long periods in Indonesia, on and off, from the 1970s
to just a few years ago. From my first visit to Indonesia, I was smitten by the country and the people.  I immediately came to appreciate that this
was a country with a diverse and rich set of cultural traditions, and over the years, the more I attempted to learn and understand, the more I came
to appreciate just how little I actually knew.   

To me, Gamelon is a kind of magical soundtrack to Indonesia's villages, with the paddy blowing in the wind, the women strolling by with offerings
on their heads, and an enormous Tumpeng of rice waiting in a house to signal that a festivity has begun. But it is also the backbeat of the urban
Kampungs, because of the unique way that village-culture is maintained in some of the largest mega-cities of the world. And when I hear Gamelon
play, I think of several of my best friends who are no longer with us today, but who shared their love of Indonesia with me, and who lived to a beat
and rhythm that was all their very own. 

https://rateyourmusic.com/genre/gamelan/
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